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Rand note: the volatile domestic currency tracks above R15.00/USD, its weakest level
in a month, as global financial market risk aversion rises from a number of sources
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•

Markets have continued to digest last week’s FOMC’s statement, which was initially
perceived as balanced, with some dovish concerns, but worries have since been rising
over the timing of forthcoming tapering, with US treasuries’ yield lifting.

•

Markets have also fretted over the elevation in FOMC member expectations for the target
rate in 2023, with worries that this could show an increasingly hawkish bent, and so
potentially tapering as early as the November meeting.

•

Markets are risk-off, also still concerned about reductions in democracy in China and Hong
Kong, as China increases state authoritarianism, heightening regulatory restrictions on
consumer and tech businesses and so worrying foreign financial investors into these
areas.

•

The rand has reached R15.08/USD today, although subsequently pulled back to
R15.02/USD, with the domestic currency on course to average around R14.60/USD for
his quarter, although Q4.21 at risk.

•

South Africa has also seen its election season kick off with the release of parties’
manifestos over this weekend and into this week (the ANC is still to release its guiding
document), also adding to the risky environment the rand is currently facing.

•

China has also brought through a clampdown on crypto currencies, causing these to
weaken, and the regulatory tightening in the tech sector has been very severe in general
this year, negatively affecting corporate giants in the industry, and investors exposures
to them.
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•

Credit stress is now seen as an increasing risk, with China cracking down on debt (in
particular speculation funded with debt) and its overheating housing market adding to
stresses, with the communist state also seeking to gain some control over house prices.

•

Indeed, Chinese property firm, the over leveraged Evergrande, is being seen as having
the negative potential of Lehman brothers collapse, although expectations are growing
that the Chinese government could bail it out.

•

Nevertheless, a slew of factors are creating rising risk aversion in financial markets,
currently, and the rand is likely to remain volatile, with some dependence on the direction
China may take on a potential Evergrande bailout to avoid its default on upcoming debt.

Please scroll down to the second section below
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•

September and October have often seen rand volatility, and markets are still experiencing
some lingering seasonal risk aversion which typically arises over the northern hemisphere
summer period as market players reduce risk asset holdings ahead of vacations.

•

On returning to the markets, risk and reward is reassessed, and investments can be
delayed as risk expectations are recalibrated, particularly with new incoming information,
such as the now perceived more hawkish leaning of the FOMC that markets have decided
on.

•

While the potential collapse of the Chinese property giant will have a negative effect on
China’s domestic markets, it is not expected to see a systemic risk through global financial
markets currently, and so there is room for some subsidence of risk aversion.
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•

However, it is not yet clear that there will be minimal impact, and this week could see
further volatility in risk assets, with the rand having the potential to subside back towards
the R14.80/USD, but no certainty.

•

Also in the risk sphere is the re-occurrence of US fiscal cliff concerns, and this is adding
to the overall negativity. Republicans in particular are proving resistant to Biden’s stimulus
package, particularly components lowering childcare and education costs.

•

In Europe’s largest economy, a divided election saw Germany’s two main parties at odds
with forming its new government, although the poor showing of the countries extreme left
party caused relief, given its aim of tightening regulations, tax hikes and freezes on rent
increases.

•

Oil prices have also lifted as well, negative for global inflation and so also seen as
encouraging earlier tapering in the US, and the moderation in the US’s COVID-19 third
wave of new infections is seen as positive for growth and so oil demand.

•

Globally, the third wave continues to track up, but the largest economies seem to be
moving past their delta infections peak, and the northern hemisphere winter will have a
supportive effect on global oil prices. Overall though, commodities’ prices have weakened.

•

Q4.21 could see the rand tending closer to R15.00/USD versus R14.45/USD, although a
lot of uncertainty, and so volatility,is still in the system, and September to October are
historically the months for this, along with May, and at worse times, the three months in
between.
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